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Money Matters Today—Alan Banks, AHC Group/LoSoNoCo

For many management teams navigating today’s complex business climate is 
like driving the Titanic in fog. Ever-changing mists of legal liabilities, regulatory 
direction, competitor performance, and growing consumer advocacy make 
building sustainable competitive advantage an even bigger challenge than before.

It is no longer a viable business strategy to merely aim for compliance: 
The winning companies in the next 20 years will be those that go beyond 
compliance and position themselves and their products ahead of the likely 
changes in consumer and regulatory demands.

Nowhere is this more evident than in the EHS sphere. There are some clear 
directions in which most developed markets are heading, even if the precise 
outcomes and rules are not yet known. These directions include:

1.  We will have a carbon-constrained future where regulators, and eventually 
consumers, will judge companies and their products according to their 
greenhouse gas emissions in manufacture and use.

2.  Natural resources are becoming scarcer at the same time as waste mountains 
are building up. Building in recyclability will become a business imperative 
as regulations tighten and the cost of energy and raw materials soars (e.g. the 
EU’s WEEE directives).

3.  Health and safety in the manufacturing and use of products will have a greater 
focus and higher regulation (e.g. the EU’s REACH directives).

4. We will have increasing consumer and investor advocacy 

This edition of CST has fi ve fascinating articles that, taken together, provide 
practical assistance to companies in navigating in the fog:

•  George Dallas, MD and Head of Governance for Standard & Poors, shows 
that corporate governance should not be looked at as an external discipline 
that imposes costs, but rather as an internal discipline that adds value: It is 
about creating a corporate culture that embodies and implements core values 
and principles that enhance the quality and sustainability of a fi rms future 
performance. He links governance in to corporate social responsibility by 
showing that having strong relationships with a broad base of non-fi nancial 
stakeholders ultimately determines a companies ability to put profi table 
product into the marketplace.
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companies are those that 
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and their products 
ahead of  changes and 
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•  Dr. Helena Barton, Head of Business Development at DNV CoreRatings, 
points out that intangibles such as reputation, brand value, goodwill, 
intellectual capital, innovative capacity, culture, management, staff and strategy 
account for 70% to 95% of market value. She gives practical advice on how 
companies can analyse and manage that intangible value.

•  And fi nally, Meg Voorhes, Head of Shareholder Resolutions at IRRC, looks 
at how some of these issues are beginning to generate increased shareholder 
activism both, as evidenced through the number and range of shareholder 
resolutions at company’s AGMs.

•  Paul Hilton, Social Marketing Director, Calvert, looks at how investors 
employ ‘best-in-class’ analysis to identify companies that have lower risks 
together with a positive leverage to profi t opportunities. Paul points out the 
diffi culty in fi nding consistent, quality information upon which to make 
these judgements and argues for a standardised approach if not standardised 
reporting.

•  Gil Friend, President and CEO of Natural Logic, shows how looking at the 
world through an ecological lens can help companies to identify early key 
future issues and position their products ahead of the trend. He also shows 
how companies can massively improve the effi ciency of their operations, 
which across leading US companies is less than 2% in that 94% of their inputs 
do not end up in the fi nal products.

All-in-all this edition of CST demonstrates that the external landscape in 
which companies operate has irrevocably changed, and that open, informed 
communication and dialogue with non-fi nancial and fi nancial stakeholders 
allows companies to sustain their businesses by positioning themselves ahead of 
emerging regulatory, consumer and investor demands. 

Alan Banks
CEO of LoSoNoCo and AHC Group Senior Associate
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Affiliate Program, with research support from out national network of Senior Associates. It is the union 
of these three organizations that provide staff support and administer the Affiliate Program.

The Corporate Affiliate Program, now in its fifteenth year, is a registered S Corporation in New York 
State under the brand name AHC Group. Please visit our web site for membership benefits. Founded 
in 1981 by Bruce Piasecki, The American Hazard Control Group has served a range of multinational 
clients, including Toyota, PPL, Constellation Energy Group, Con Edison, Exxon, Celanese Americas 
Corp., USEPA, governors and select NGO’s such as the World Resources Institute.
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